
CoronaVirus Threat 
 

• Susquehanna Trailways would like to share information with our clients, passengers and 
employees regarding the steps we are taking to help ensure our coaches are safe for our 
passengers and employees. We all have many questions about this disease, as we know 
it is spreading in many places around the world and everywhere in the media. 

 

• Since the inception of the threat in the United States, Susquehanna began taking extra 
steps with our exceptionally high standards of cleanliness in our daily housekeeping 
procedures. Each bus goes through a rigorous cleaning process on the completion of 
every trip. Our team is now spending more time wiping down hard surfaces with 
disinfectant.  We also have a Gene-Mineral electrolyte mister/sprayer which sprays 
sanitizer and disinfects throughout the bus killing germs on contact. We now have, in 
addition to the hand sanitizer in the rest room, hand-sanitizing dispensers in a visible 
location in the front of the motorcoach for passenger’s convenience.  

 

• Through other “outbreaks" over the years (Ebola, swine flu, SARS, N1H1 and others) we 
were successful in keeping our passengers safe and will do our upmost to maintain that 
record. Susquehanna is monitoring all governmental and industry representative 
agencies to keep updated with current information, data, statistics and procedures. We 
receive updates regarding the latest information and will implement preventive 
recommendations from agencies like Homeland Security and the U.S. Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (the CDC). Our goal is to ensure the safety of our passengers and 
employees to the very best of our ability. 

 

• For recommendations on how to reduce risk and the spread of the disease, it's best to 
consult the resources of the World Health Organization (WHO) and your local medical 
advisory organization. In general, recommendations include washing hands frequently 
with soap and water, using hand sanitizer if soap and water are not available, not coming 
into physical contact with others, not touching your eyes, nose or mouth, covering your 
cough or sneeze in your elbow or with a tissue and seeking medical examination if you 
start feeling sick. 

 

• It is important to note as of this time we are being told to continue with our lives as we 
know them. Members of high-risk groups, such as people over the age of 80 or people 
with compromised medical conditions should be cautious. The only discouraged mode of 
travel currently are cruises.  

 

• If you have questions that are not addressed in this statement, please follow up with a 
phone call to our offices at 570-322-5361 or 570-753-5125.  

 
 

 
 

 

https://wizrocketmail.net/r?e=KwgZfR8JZm56bQV%2BDSZgfAEEAAViJCw1ICQsNQAHAgBma2c3FxohLkFDWFs5BTEkODE7LnJwTQUrPyQuOS4uBV1EWFI%2BOTM%2FPjU8a3FcWFc8PzY3LHglMUBbbl0zeGhpZm9qeAcDAQ1laQ15Z2hiewEACRZ7eCUxJTENO1tGXkB1YHA8LSg5FFZVV1UiNiZpKg%3D%3D&r=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.who.int%2Femergencies%2Fdiseases%2Fnovel-coronavirus-2019%2Fadvice-for-public&c=649906320&token=BFJRBARUBgQB&try=1


 
 

 
 
 


